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Paul Gauguin, 1897

Where do we come from? 

What are we? 

Where are we going? Boston Museum of Fine Arts

The Evolution of Us

1. Smart Animals and the Great Apes

2. Post-Ape, Pre-Human

3. Our Kind of Language 

4. Creativity and Planning Ahead

W. H. Calvin

Miocene-to-Pleistocene cooling-and-drying

Aridity goes with the cooling.  Note the increasing 
variability starting at about 2.5 million years ago when 
ice resumed building up on land.

Forests dominate Africa, then woodlands Serengeti-like savannas

Homo

W. H. Calvin

When Forest breaks up, there is more Woodland habitat

Ancestral apes were forest dwellers.
Australopiths were African woodland creatures.

Homo erectus was eating meat in the grasslands of Central Asia.

Patchy means 
more perimeter.

Perimeter zone
is woodland with 
grazing animals 
and lions.

But that’s the 
growth habitat.

Transition into 
living without 
trees to sleep in.

Forest

W. H. Calvin

Outside of the shaded 
forest, plants must store 
water for the dry season.

Baobab 
tree stores 
15 years of 

water

Botswana 
W. H. Calvin, 2000

Underground storage 
organs (roots, tubers, 
rhizomes) are also an 
excellent source of 
food for prehumans in 
woodland (but not 
later in grasslands).  
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W. H. Calvin

Baobab treesWoodlands have grass, 
but also still have trees to climb.

Lake Manyara
Tanzania
W. H. Calvin
2001

W. H. Calvin

2.7 myr

W. H. Calvin

1.5 million
years old

Homo erectus and its
enigmatic tool, the “handaxe”

WT15000, Photograph by David Brill 
in From Lucy to Language by Donald Johanson and Blake Edgar (1996).

Homo heidelbergensis at 400,000 years ago
and the Levallois core and big flake
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1440 cc

Chimp 
about 400 cc

millions of years ago

Brain volume (cc)

millions of years agoJump 1 2 3 4myr

No progress in 
toolmaking styles for 

two periods, each 
lasting a million years.

If bigger brains are 
more clever, looks as 

if that added  
cleverness does NOT 

gradually improve 
tools.

No 
progress

No 
progress

NOTICE 
WHAT IS 
MISSING

Sharpened 
bone only

in the last 
100,000 years,

yet commonly 
available for 

millions of 
years
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Upper Paleolithic, Les-Eyzies, France
W. H. Calvin, 2001

Beads are first seen in
Kenya about 50,000 years ago

burins

W. H. Calvin

Engraved red ochre,
77,000 years ago,
near southernmost tip 
of African coast.

Emergence of Modern Human Behavior: Middle Stone Age Engravings from South Africa, Christopher S. Henshilwood, 

Francesco d’Errico, Royden Yates, Zenobia Jacobs, Chantal Tribolo, Geoff A.T. Duller, Norbert Mercier, Judith C. Sealy, Helene 
Valladas, Ian Watts, Ann G. Wintle, Science (2002)

Grooves inked in on photo

W. H. Calvin

Cliff overhang and cave 
entry at Cougnac, France

W. H. Calvin, 2001

Painting based on a difficult-to-photograph 

polychrome scene inside Cougnac cave
(17,000 years old?)

Perspective
at Chauvet,

33-38,000 years ago

Dawn of Art : 
The Chauvet Cave: The Oldest Known 

Paintings in the World
by Jean-Marie Chauvet, Eliette Brunel 

Deschamps, Christian Hillaire
(1995).

• Common ancestor 7 million years ago
– Upright posture, loss of big canine teeth

• Toolmaking, bigger brain 2,500,000 yr
– Hunting, staged food prep 1,800,000??

• Staged toolmaking (prepared-core flakes),

400,000 years (last 6%)

• Fine tools, art, “modern mind,” syntax(?), 
50,000 years (last <1%)

• Writing, taxes, cities, armies 5,000 years 
(last <0.1%). Wars when there is a labor surplus.

• Science 500 years (last 1% of the last 1%)

Up from the apes
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The Evolution of Us

3rd LECTURE

Our Kind of Language

Language and Planning Ahead:
How to Get It Right the First Time

There is a big step up from anatomically-modern Homo sapiens
to behaviorally-modern Homo sapiens sapiens.  There are 
various formulations for this big step up:

• Creativity (difficult)
• Symbolic stuff
• “Consciousness”
• Language
• Planning in depth
• Add to all the qualifier,

“with structure.” [WHC]
replica of cave art

National Museum

of Kenya

Nairobi
W. H. Calvin

2000

Nouns and verbs

• Vervet monkeys have cries that specify 
danger: Danger above! Watch out below!

• Hundreds of nouns can be taught to some 
animals, as well as verbs (“Fetch”), some 
categories.

• But like writing in humans, they must be 
patiently taught, unlike the staged 
acquisitiveness seen in young humans.

We assume protolanguage came first

• Vocabulary could have built up over 
several million years, but…

• expressed only in two-word sentences and some 
pointing gestures, enhanced by the development 
of mutual attention.

• What were the payoffs of short sentences?
– Hunting? (But chimps already good at army patrol 

tactics.)

– Enhance cooperation via cheater blaming in gossip

The best of animal language learning
The bonobo Kanzi and 
Sue Savage-Rumbaugh 
in 2006.

Kanzi can comprehend 
(but not produce) a 
novel sentence such as 
“Go to the office and 
bring back the red 
ball.”

We assume protolanguage came first

• Hundreds of words

• But like the two-word sentences of modern 
two-year-olds.  

Cannot express complicated thoughts without 
long sentences, but need structure to keep 
parts from blending together like a summer 
drink.
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The task of the Speaker is more difficult
1. You must first make a mental model of Who did 

what to whom– (where, when, how, and why are optional) that is 
coherent (all of the pieces hang together, unlike 
those of your nighttime dreams). Think gossip.

2. Then you must create a string of sounds (or 
gestures) that will allow most listeners to guess all 
of those elements of your mental model (even the 
unspoken ones) and how they hang together.

3. Judging from language learning, the guessing game 
(comprehension) is much easier than production.

The Five Stages of Acquisitiveness

• Birth to 10 months   Make special category for 
each speech sound (phoneme). It’s an attractor.
– Japanese server: “Want bowl of lice?”  

– A variant sound is conformed to the standard 
attractor, as when the English rice and lice sound 
identical to native Japanese speakers because of an 
phoneme whose attractor captures both L and R. 

The Five Stages of Acquisitiveness

• Late in the 1st year   
Start learning phoneme combinations (words),
– average 6 to 9 new words each day of the preschool 

years.
– Among 2-year-olds from low-income families, quality 

interactions involving words — the use of shared symbols 
(“Look, a dog!”); rituals (“Want a bottle after your bath?”); 
and conversational fluency (“Yes, that is a bus!”) — were a 
far better predictor of language skills at age 3 than any 
other factor, including the quantity of words a child heard. 
NYTimes October 17, 2014

The Five Stages of Acquisitiveness

• 2nd year Construct 
two-word sentences
(protolanguage)

• 3rd year Construct 
longer sentences using 
syntax to disambiguate 
meanings

The Five Stages of Acquisitiveness

• 4th 5th year 
Bedtime stories are now required to 

have a proper beginning, middle, and end.

PRINCIPLE?  “Keep acquiring combinations!”

1. Combine phonemes into a word.

2. Combine words into a short phrase.

3. Combine phrases into a longer sentence

using syntax to help a listener guess well.
4. Combine sentences into a proper story.

Similar to “Chunking” in memorization.
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The big step up from protolanguage

• Long sentences need the
big step up to syntax,

• what kids do in their third 
year after speaking in 
short sentences but 
understanding longer ones.

The evolutionary stepping stones to language

• Need vocal mimicry

• Much mimicry is seen in 
birds, orangutans, whales

• so it isn’t that difficult to 
do, even with a bird-sized 
brain.

Mimicry as a Behaviorally-modern Candidate

• But, even if easy, there is limited mimicry in 
our closest relatives.
–De Waal notes limp copied by young chimps

–Tomasello’s experiment with young chimps 
failing to mimic gestures even when there is 
intense observation and motivation. 

–Train high-ranking female on using probe. Then
other chimps will copy the technique. Prestige 
matters!

Mimicry as a Behaviorally-modern Candidate

• Yet lots of unconscious social mimicry in 
modern humans.  

• “Mirroring, echoing, matching”

• Will synchronize breathing, mimic postures 
and intonation, even with strangers.

• Use to quickly establish rapport.
(How to motivate bigger tips.)

GENERAL PRINCIPLE: Borrow first, buy (evolve) later.

Movement planning
overlaps with brain’s
language locations

Some nested movements 
such as throwing have 
to be planned in 
great detail.  Maybe you borrow….

• DEREK BICKERTON: Need to 
keep rough track of “Who owes
what to whom” by tagging the 
object or value, the actor, the 
recipient, etc.

• Once that mental capability 
evolves, can likely use case 
marking circuits to gossip 
about “Who did what to whom.”

Sharing is another good setup for syntax.
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• BEFORE:  words, short sentences

• IMAGINE THAT some adults or older children 
slowly manage to consistently speak long 
sentences.
– Develop case-marking conventions to identify an 

actor (“he”), the acted-upon (“him”), etc.

• NOW small children hear structured stuff.  
They figure out the syntax and are better as 
adults because earlier softwiring works better.

The “outbreak” of structured stuff
• BEFORE:  words, short sentences

• AFTER early exercise from “Who did what to whom,” 
might have more:

– Long sentences

– More complex thoughts

– Contingent plans

– Games and logic

– Music beyond melody

– Coherence-finding creativity

The “outbreak” of structured stuff

• Symbolic stuff
• “Consciousness”
• Language
• Planning
• Creativity
• Add the qualifier,

“with structure”
and it is uniquely human

Male

bonobo
San Diego Zoo

Three books have more depth (and the references)

The thumbnail on a slide will tell you 
which book has the most on the 
topic of that slide.

If you want to look something up, 
try my web site at WilliamCalvin.com
which has the full text and 
illustrations of all the books.

A Brain for All Seasons

A Brief History of the Mind

The Cerebral Code

My books and talks
may be found at:

WilliamCalvin.org

The End

Edvard Munch, The Scream


